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 <Slide #1> We are still pondering Wisdom, in its distinct & profoundly varied 
dimensions in both Old and New testaments, in the bible 

 <Slide #2 – with frames following each heading> 

 OT:- Song of Songs: – brings us the wisdom of youth, finding belonging, intimacy 
and devotion.  Proverbs:- the considered and reasoned guidance for living, by 
those who have observed the human and practised righteous conduct on the 
street;  Job:- also gets a mention in Wisdom as we grasp the nettle of Suffering; 

 Last week Josiah took us into NT wisdom – the centrality of Christ, God’s wisdom 
for us, countercultural, unreasonable (weakness & strength); and the wisdom of 
Hope 

 But where does that leave that other Wisdom book of the OT?  Our reading 
today? 

 Because it sounds very different from the kinds of things we have explored so far 

 If these things are a potted summary of the contribution of each book to Wisdom 

 I would say Ecclesiastes has is own contribution to make. 

 In many ways it is a retrospective, looking back over a lifetime, searching for 
something 

 Seeking Meaning; looking for our purpose; trying to answer the “so what?” 
question 

 So, let me introduce him to you.  <Slide #3>  He is (in English), simply ‘The 
Teacher’, in Greek the name is translated Ecclesiastes and in Hebrew – and how 
he would probably be actually referred to – Qoheleth 

 And from the outset strongly connected with Solomon, arguably the most 
privileged of all Israel’s kings, in the Glory days of God’s people. 

 David has set them on their feet, and they were prospering & expanding.  By the 
time Solomon inherited his father throne – they were flying, politically, 
economically, socially, doing ok spiritually too 

 So, with this came a time for reflection.  For thought.  And as we have seen with 
the Proverbs, Solomon established a culture of wisdom gathering & intelligent 
and Godly living. 

 But in these verses we see a thirst for knowledge that goes beyond the day to 
day of proverbs and asks existential questions about, well everything. 

 Why?  What am I doing here.  What does this all mean & of what significance it is 

 <Frame #2> And he helpfully provides an executive summary – which is 
devastating in its conclusions 

 Well, that’s a downer! 

 For all the teaching & Godly counsel the Scriptures provide to those who are 
suffering oppression and poverty, even for most of us who face the day-to-day 
struggle of the daily grind.  Ecclesiastes is a journal of one who has reached the 
top of his game, and is describing what he sees from his lofty out look. 

 <Slide #4> He is purposeful.  He realises he has the resources, but in the end 
there was the bitterness of dissapointment 

 Indeed, the news is tough.  It is troubling, and very hard for him to stomach. 

 I just want to pick a few things out of chapter two, that describes his Scientific 
methodology <Slide #5> 

 Pleasure – I will set out to be happy; and I will satisfy the longing within me – just 
as I see apparently ‘happy’ common folk doing 

 But that was not all.  After this he took another direction.  <Slide #6> 

 The accomplishment of building.  Making his mark upon the earth. 
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 But that was not all.  After this he took yet another direction.  <Slide #7> 

 Accumulation.  Gathering around himself the best, the most, the enviable 

 I reckon this must have taken him some time to reach these spots, and then to 
reflect on what he was seeing, and draw his conclusions 

 Were these experiments failures?  No.  No stuff ups.  No missing the goal. 

 He pursued all these things and achieved them, leaving no question unanswered 
<Slide #8>.  All the time preserving his capacity to objectively ponder these 
things 

 And, yes they had their own reward.  Yet it did not satisfy.  Something was 
missing. 

 Why?  How can that be?  Two things stumped Qoheleth.  Two major obstacles 
he just couldn’t get past. 

 The first was Death.  <Slide #9> Its inevitability.  It is indiscriminate. Hew would 
never wish to be an unthinking idiot – there was satisfaction in the wisdom he 
gathered – yet the greatest fool in the universe shared exactly the same fate as 
he did.  Both would end up in the grave.  So, what’s the point? 

 The second is related, Futility <Frame #2> we work we gather, with all the strain 
& grief and then whatever we do, is lost.  Some idiot will come along and 
squander it.  It will decay, it will becomes obsolete.  Sensible lawmaking sufferd 
from corruption.  Poverty and suffering which might be resolved by wisdom, goes 
on unchecked.  Bad people prosper and are acclaimed, Good people serve yet 
are not recognised.  Vainty of vanities!  Meaningless meaningless. 

 Much of the writings of Qoheleth, wrestle with these impossible conundrums 

 This is the mighty battle he has to make sense of anything, when everything he 
thought he could ever amount to, all of his achievements, advantages and 
satisfactions – would someday be as vapour 

 It is a grievous burden for him, particularly, because he is a God-fearer 

 What possible reasoning might God have for allowing this to be so?  It seems so 
ridiculous. <Slide #10>  He has planted eternity in the human heart – but even 
so… 

 It is the scepticism and cynical language of Ecclesiastes which almost got the 
entire book excluded from the OT. 

 You are looking for the magic bullet, aren’t you?  You are hoping I will just whip 
out a verse to resolve Qoheleth’s conundrum, and your own – am I right?  Make 
everything neat and tidy. 

 Sorry, it’s not there.  Well, it is (in a fashion), – if you know what to look for.  But it 
might not be what you expect 

 The comfort of Qoheleth I believe, is found in two things… 

 Firstly – if you are on a road of life and you can remember far enough back into 
your life; and then also see far enough in the future, and upon consideration you 
realise that is all becoming a little familiar, “I’ve see this before”, “I recognise this 
pattern of life”, “I can guess where this will end up”, and you know that -try as you 
might- it has a degree of inevitability to it… 

 Or if life is getting too preposterous and you are finding yourself disillusioned, and 
like Q you start to harbour doubts about the objectives you have set.  Or, (heaven 

help you) you have achieved those objectives and you now feel unexpectedly 
weird or empty 

 Read Ecclesiastes.  Get into Qoheleth, - because firstly in these words you will 
find the comfort of a fellow traveller whose story might overlaps your own. 
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 Secondly – in bringing such debilitating feelings, such desperate realisations 
before God, ask Him only for a heart that can accept the truth of who you really 
are. 

 It is not finding a solution, but in knowing what you are looking for 

 I found some words from someone who I think is starting to grasp this idea <Slide 
#11>  

 “It is enough to pray one’s questions and rest quietly in the possibilities.  My life is 
too small for all the answers, and my life… has been plagued with the need for 
too much certainty” – Macrina Wiedekehr 

 You grasp hold of that, you will see life differently.  You will see motivations that 
drive people.  Ambitions that blind and burden.  You will see the value of your 
own work. 

 BUT, if you don’t, and this has all sounded like nonsense to you...  Fine! 

 Good for you, and God bless you! 

 Flip over to the Gospels and knock yourself out!  Ecclesiastes is for another day, 
perhaps. 

 Let’s pray. 


